Tracking B-Cell Repertoires and Clonal Histories in Normal and Malignant Lymphocytes.
Methods for tracking B-cell repertoires and clonal history in normal and malignant B-cells based on immunoglobulin variable region (IGV) gene analysis have developed rapidly with the advent of massive parallel next-generation sequencing (mpNGS) protocols. mpNGS permits a depth of analysis of IGV genes not hitherto feasible, and presents challenges of bioinformatics analysis, which can be readily met by current pipelines. This strategy offers a potential resolution of B-cell usage at a depth that may capture fully the natural state, in a given biological setting. Conventional methods based on RT-PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing are also available where mpNGS is not accessible. Each method offers distinct advantages. Conventional methods for IGV gene sequencing are readily adaptable to most laboratories and provide an ease of analysis to capture salient features of B-cell use. This chapter describes two methods in detail for analysis of IGV genes, mpNGS and conventional RT-PCR with Sanger sequencing.